REMOVE STAINS IN 3 EASY STEPS
At the production stage, the fibres are covered with a special
finish that protects the fabric from dirt penetration. Thanks
to this, all stains are quickly and efficiently cleaned.

STICKY STAINS ketchup, mayonnaise, yogurt, sauces etc.

Remove the stain with a spoon:
carefully, without pressing in or
rubbing the smear in the fabric.

Sprinkle the remains of the stain
with water and drain with a paper
towel.*

Leave for drying.
* In the case of problematic stains,
soak the stain with water again
and wipe with a microfiber cloth
using pure soap until the stain is
removed completely.
Leave the material to dry.

LIQUID STAINS coffee, tea, juice etc.

A technology of covering the fabric with aspecial hydrophobic
coating that effectively hinders the absorption of spilled liquids,
leaving drops on the surface of the material.

Products from this group have undergone special laboratory
tests to check resistance to snagging caused by scratching.
They are very durable and easy to clean.
Collect spilled liquid with
absorbent towel.

Sprinkle the remains of the stain
with water and drain with a paper
towel.*

Leave for drying.

INK STAINS pen, marker etc.**

** Applies to stains on eco-leathers.
*** In the case of problematic stains,
use sprayed ethyl alcohol.

To remove dirt from the pen,
prepare a white rubber
for abrasion.

Wipe off the dirt with a rubber,
making decisive movements. ***

Enjoy the cleanliness of your sofa.

Virus Protect is an innovative coating providing lasting protection
against viruses, bacteria and fungi that cause infections. Its active
molecules penetrate the DNA of microorganisms, which results
in their effective destruction. Virus Protect provides long-lasting
protection and active disinfection of the fabric surface.

*Ask the salesman about functions of chosen fabric or check out our website www.fargotex.pl

FABRICS THAT
MAKE LIFE EASIER

WHAT IS MAGIC HOME?
Magic Home is protection thanks to which upholstery fabric can meet the
demands of everyday use, ensuring maximum comfort of use and quality.
Thanks to the technology applied, your furniture will maintain its durability
and aesthetic appearance for longer.
Discover all the properties of Fargotex Magic Home fabrics and choose the
product that best suits your needs and the needs of your loved ones.

EASY WATER CLEANING

Check our cleaning instruction on the back of the leaflet to familiarize
yourself with the method of stain removal, for your piece of furniture
to last as long as possible.

Scan the code and watch the film to see how easy
it is to remove stains from upholstered furniture thanks
to the Magic Home technology.

PET FRIENDLY

Pet-friendly fabrics ensure increased resistance to snagging
when being scratched. In your home every pet will feel
comfortable and time spent playing together will be carefree.

WATER REPELLENT

Any liquid spilled on the fabric takes the
form of droplets that are easy to be removed.

VIRUS PROTECT

Is hygiene especially
important for you? A fabric
with a layer that neutralizes
viruses, bacteria and fungi
is the right choice for you.

facebook.com/FargotexGroup

@fargotex

Ask our seller about the benefits and characteristics
of a given fabric or visit our website:
www.fargotex.pl/magic-home
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Al. Legionów 114C
18-400 Łomża
tel. +48 86 218 53 90
fargotex@fargotex.pl
www.magichometechnologies.pl

